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ABSTRACT: An anionic mercury(II) complex of 2-(anthracen-9-ylmethylene)-N-phenylhydrazine carbothioamide (HATU) and
two isomers of a neutral mercury(II) complex of the anion of the same ligand (ATU) were reported. The anionic complex
[Hg(HATU)2Cl2]·CH2Cl2 had a monodentate HATU ligand (a neutral form of the ligand) and chloride ligands. The two
conformational isomers were of the neutral mercury(II) complex Hg(ATU)2·2DMF. The two isomers were from the E or Z
geometry of the ligands across the conjugated C�N−N�C−N scaffold of the coordinated ligand. The two isomers of the complex
were independently prepared and characterized. The spectroscopic properties of the isomers in solution were studied by 1H NMR as
well as fluorescence spectroscopy. Facile conversion of the E-isomer to the Z-isomer in solution was observed. Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations revealed that the Z-isomer of the complex was stable compared to the E-isomer by an energy of 14.35 kJ/
mol; whereas, E isomer of the ligand was more stable than Z isomer by 8.37 KJ/mol. The activation barrier for the conversion of the
E-isomer to the Z-isomer of the ligand was 167.37 kJ/mol. The role of the mercury ion in the conversion of the E-form to the Z-form
was discussed. The mercury complex [Hg(HATU)2Cl2]·CH2Cl2 had the E-form of the ligand. Distinct photophysical features of
these mercury complexes were presented.

■ INTRODUCTION
With the progress of time, new aspects of the isomers of metal
complexes1 are continuously emerging.1 When the energy
barrier between two conformers is above ∼125 kJ/mol, they
are stable and isolable; these conformers may be considered
under the category of isomers.1bf The crystallographic studies
on such isomers of inorganic complexes have been known
since 1970.2a There are limited examples of such isomers of
inorganic complexes.2 In general, the energy barrier of
conformers is low, and they easily get inter-converted in
solution. In the solid state, some of them crystallize to be
identified as conformational polymorphs, but they cannot be
distinguished in solution under ordinary conditions.3 Con-
formation polymorphs of inorganic complexes are prepared by
crystallization from different solvents.4,5 The characteristic
color or emission features of the individual isomers6 or
polymorphs7 of inorganic complexes provide impetus to
understand them at the molecular level. Among these
properties, aggregation-induced emission (AIE)8 depends on

the geometry of ligands.9,10 Thus, it is important to study the
emission properties of different isomers of complexes where
the fluorophore part of the ligand can be organized differently.
A hydrazine carbothioamide-derived ligand, as represented in
Figure 1, upon complex formation with metal ions would
provide two isomers, as illustrated in Figure 1a,b. When R1 and
R2 are chosen from dissimilar fluorophores, these isomers will
have characteristic emission properties. Such complexes for
comparative emission studies have not been studied so far,
primarily because of their difficulties in synthesis in pure form.
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In this study, we have chosen 2-(anthracen-9-ylmethylene)-
N-phenylhydrazine carbothioamide (HATU; when R1 =
phenyl and R2 = anthracenyl in Figure 1a) as a ligand for
the preparation of isomers of a mercury complex of the
geometries illustrated in the Figure 1b,c. The chosen ligand has
an anthracenyl fluorescent functional group, and in each of
such proposed isomers, the ligands adopt π-conjugated
structures and hence serve as model complexes for the study
of the optical properties of such isomeric complexes.
Alternatively, the anionic form (abbreviated ATU) of this,
while serving as a ligand, adopts locked E or Z geometry
through coordination to metal ions, and the anthracenyl group
and the phenyl ring are positioned in cis or trans dispositions,
respectively, with respect to each other across the C�N−N�
C−N bond. We have chosen to study soft metal mercury
complexes due to their ability to bind to sulfur as well as
nitrogen to provide desired chelates. There are also examples
of isomers,11 polymorphs,12a and also mercury complexes with
different conformations of ligands.12b The choice of the ligand
is based on the extensive literature on thiosemicarbazide
derivatives showing wide ranges of structures and the ability to
form four coordinated complexes with structural variation.13

Besides these, fluorescence modulation by such a ligand and
also the detection of mercury ions have attracted interest for
environmental remediation.14 Anthracene-based compounds
show emissions that are dependent on the geometrical
arrangement of the anthracenyl groups in the solid state.16

The mercury ion is well known to either quench or enhance
the fluorescence emission of a ligand.15 The ligand HATU15c is
a fluorescent molecule, which was studied earlier as a probe for
the detection of mercury ions and also preparation of copper
and zinc complexes.11b So, to disclose the observation of
different E- and Z-isomers from the orientations of the
anthracenyl groups across a central metal ion, we explored such
isomers and showed here their distinct characteristic signature
in solid as well as in solution.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General. The infrared spectra of the solid samples were

recorded with a PerkinElmer Spectrum Two Fourier transform
infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer in the region of 4000−400
cm−1 by using the ATR method. Powder X-ray diffraction
patterns were recorded by using a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer
where copper Kα (λ 1.54 Å) was used as the source with 9 kW
power. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a BRUKER
Ascend-600 MHz NMR spectrometer by using TMS as an
internal standard. Thermogravimetry and DSC were carried
out by using a thermal analyzer (STA449 F3 Jupiter) under
argon with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1. FESEM studies were

performed on a Gemini 300 FESEM instrument (Carl Zeiss)
with samples prepared by placing ∼2 μL of a 1 mM DMF
solution by the drop-cast method on a glass plate covered with
aluminum foil. The energy of the different assemblies and
individual moieties were optimized, and the energy gaps
between the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO−LUMO) were calcu-
lated by DFT using B3LYP/SDD. Fluorescence emissions
were measured using a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-4
Spectrofluorometer. Lifetime decay profiles were measured on
an Edinburgh Instrument, Model: FSP920. The X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) study was performed
using a PHI 5000 Versa Probe III XPS system using
monochromatic Kα radiation at a 1486.7 eV X-ray source.
Elemental analyses were carried out on a 3000 series EuroEA
elemental analyzer.

Caution: Mercury compounds are potentially hazardous;
hence, experiments with them should be done in a fume hood
and with adequate precautions.
HgHATU-Cl. A solution of the ligand (355 mg, 1 mmol)

and mercury chloride (136 mg, 0.5 mmol) in dichloromethane
(30 mL) was stirred at room temperature for 8 h. The
precipitate was obtained in the case of methanol solvent, and
there was a clear solution in the case of dichloromethane
solvent. The yellow precipitate was dissolved in dichloro-
methane, and the solution was filtered and kept undisturbed
for slow evaporation. After 1−2 days, the block crystal of
HgHATU-Cl was obtained. Yield, 70%. IR (Neat, cm−1): 3250
(w), 3153 (w), 3038 (w), 2991 (w), 1624 (m), 1589 (m),
1546 (s), 1510 (s), 1451 (s), 1412 (w), 1349 (m), 1270 (s),
1206 (s), 1053 (s), 1022 (w), 952 (s), 935 (s), 910(m), 888
(s), 841 (s), 783 (s), 759 (s), 723 (s), 695 (s), 637 (s), 591
(s), 557 (m), 497 (s), 485 (s), 454 (s), 420(m). 1H NMR
(600 MHz, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)-d6, ppm): 12.13 (s,
2H), 10.13 (s, 2H), 9.45 (s, 2H), 8.74 (s, H−C=N, 2H), 8.58
(d, 4H), 8.16 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.59- 7.65 (m, 12H), 7.36 (t,
J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 7.19 (t, 2H), 5.75 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (125
MHz, DMSO-d6): 174.55, 144.08, 138.69, 130.84, 130.69,
129.76, 128.96, 128.69, 128.25, 127.90, 127.36, 126.45, 125.61,
124.81, 53.52. Elemental analysis calculated for
[C44H34Cl2HgN6S2].CH2Cl2 (HgHATU-Cl): C, 50.64; H,
3.40; N, 7.87; S, 6.01; found: C, 50.39; H, 3.33; N, 7.83; S,
6.05.
HgATUP-1. A solution of ligand HATU (355 mg, 1 mmol)

and mercury chloride (136 mg, 0.5 mmol) in DMF (30 mL)
was stirred at room temperature for 8 h. The resulting clear
solution was filtered and kept undisturbed for slow
evaporation. After 4−5 days, block-type crystals of HgAT-
UP-1 were obtained. Yield, 70%. IR (Neat, cm−1): 3385 (w),
3258 (w), 3049 (w), 1662 (s), 1595 (s), 1489 (s), 1430 (s),
1384 (w), 1308 (s), 1247 (s), 1178 (s), 1085 (s), 1062 (m),
1034 (w), 947 (m), 883 (s), 837(s), 807 (m), 780 (w), 750
(w), 727 (s), 689 (s), 659 (s), 600 (w), 583 (s), 524 (m), 498
(s), 428 (s). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6, ppm): 9.19 (s,
N−H), 8.57 (s, H−C=N−), 8.41 (s, N−H), 8.13 (d, J = 9 Hz,
4H), 7.95 (s, 2H), 7.95 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 7.6 (t, J = 7.8 Hz,
4H), 7.51 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 7.48 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 7.26 (t,
J = 7.2 Hz, 4H), 6.99 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 2.89 (s, 6H). 2.73 (s,
6H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6): 162.39, 162.3, 151.27,
140.75, 130.86, 129.95, 129.16, 129.1, 128.05, 126.65, 126.09,
125.2, 124.63, 121.66, 120.59, 35.78, 30.77. Elemental analysis
calculated for [C44H32HgN6S2].2C3H7NO (HgATUP-1): C,
56.89; H, 4.39; N, 10.61; S, 6.07; found: C, 56.81; H, 4.36; N,

Figure 1. (a) Representation of a hydrazine carbothioamide-derived
ligand and (b) E- and (c) Z-isomers of the bis-chelated metal
complex.
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10.67; S, 6.09. ESI-MS: Calculated m/z- 911.1836; found: m/z
911.2279 [(M + H)+, 100%].
HgATUP-2. A solution of ligand HATU (355 mg, 1 mmol)

and mercury chloride (271 mg, 1 mmol) in DMF solvent (20
mL) was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. A yellow
precipitate was obtained, which was dissolved in dichloro-
methane. The resulting solution was filtered, and 0.5 mL of
DMF solvent was added to it and kept undisturbed for slow
evaporation. After 2 days of standing, needle-type crystals of
HgATUP-2 were obtained. Yield, 60%. IR (Neat, cm−1): 3254
(w), 3049 (w), 2919 (w), 2851 (w), 1664 (s), 1598 (s), 1532
(s), 1492 (s), 1432 (s), 1383 (m), 1310 (s), 1249 (s), 1184
(s), 1083 (s), 1064 (m), 1037 (m), 1014 (w), 953 (w), 938
(w), 887 (s), 840(s), 809 (s), 781 (s), 756 (s), 725 (s), 690
(s), 658 (s), 606 (s), 585 (s), 519 (m), 494 (s). 1H NMR (600
MHz, DMSO-d6, ppm): 9.57 (s, 2H), 8.73 (s, 2H), 8.69 (s,
2H), 8.16 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 7.95 (s, 2H), 7.88 (d, J = 8.4
Hz, 4H), 7.48 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H), 7.31 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 6.80
(d, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 6.56 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 6.46 (t, J = 7.8
Hz, 4H), 2.89 (s, 6H), 2.73 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (125 MHz,
DMSO-d6): 164.35, 162.3, 150.72, 140.16, 130.69, 129.52,
128.66, 127.94, 127.48, 126.34, 125.55, 125.5, 121.43, 120.55,
119.53, 35.78, 30.77. Elemental analysis calculated for
[C44H32HgN6S2].2C3H7NO (HgATUP-2): C, 56.89; H,
4.39; N, 10.61; S, 6.07; found: C, 56.49; H, 4.33; N, 10.66;
S, 6.13. ESI-MS: Calculated m/z- 911.1836; found: m/z
911.2341 [(M + H)+, 100%].
Crystallographic Study. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction

data were collected at 296 K with Mo Kα radiation (λ =
0.71073 Å) by a Bruker Nonius SMART APEX CCD

diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator and
an Apex CCD camera. Data reductions and cell refinement for
a Bruker Nonius SMART APEX CCD diffractometer were
performed using SAINT and XPREP software. Structures were
solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix least-
squares on F2 using SHELXL-2014 software. All non-hydrogen
atoms were refined in anisotropic approximation against F2 of
all reflections. Hydrogen atoms were placed at their geometric
positions by riding and refinement in the isotropic
approximation. The crystal and refinement parameters are
listed in Table S1 (Supporting Information). The solvent of
the crystallization molecule present in HgHATU-Cl had high
crystallographic disorder, while by refining the X-ray diffraction
data, the disordered solvent was omitted by applying the
squeeze command, and the squeezed solvent was confirmed to
be dichloromethane by recording the NMR spectra and
elemental analysis of HgHATU-Cl.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preparation of the Complexes. The reactions of

mercuric chloride with HATU depend on the solvents and
the reaction conditions. Bis-chelated neutral with ATU or a
monodentate cationic complex of mercury(II) with HATU
was formed under different conditions, as shown in Scheme 1.

The reaction of HATU with mercuric chloride in dichloro-
methane yielded Hg(HATU)2Cl2. CH2Cl2 (abbreviated
HgHATU-Cl). The same reaction carried out in methanol
yielded a yellow precipitate, which on recrystallization from
dichloromethane provided HgHATU-Cl. The same reaction
was performed in dimethylformamide; the pH of the solution

Scheme 1. Preparation of Three Mercury Complexes
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was changed from 5.3 to 1.27. This reaction in DMF within 3 h
yielded the E-isomer of HgATUP-1. This suggested that the
reaction released chloride by accepting the anionic form that is
ATU, and hydrochloric acid was generated in solution. When
the precipitate of HgATUP-1 was redissolved in dichloro-
methane with DMF and crystallized, it yielded the Z-isomer of
HgATUP-2.

In the IR spectra, the N−H stretch of HgHATU-Cl
appeared at 3250 cm−1. This peak was also observed in the
isomers at a similar position (3254 cm−1), whereas the C=S
and C=N stretch of HgHATU-Cl appeared at 1451 and 1624
cm−1, respectively. These stretches appeared at 1430 and 1662
cm−1 for the two isomers. The powder XRD of each complex
was determined, and phase purity was ascertained by
comparing the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) generated
from the respective crystallographic information file. For this
purpose, the PXRD patterns of the recrystallized samples of
HgATUP-1 and HgATUP-2 were recorded independently and
compared with crude products obtained under different
conditions (Figures S6, S13, and S29). The thermogravimetry
plots shown in Figure S22 showed four-step weight losses for
both isomers. In thermogravimetry, the first step was the loss
of weight due to the release of the DMF molecules, whereas
the other three steps observed were from the weight loss from
the ATU ligands. The weight losses from HgATUP-1 were
observed at 144, 197, 318, and 380°C; for HgATUP-2, these
weight losses were at 135, 153, 204, 311, and 389 °C. These

weight losses were also reflected in the differential scanning
calorimetry as four endothermic peaks from both isomers
(Figure S22).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a useful tool to
discern the oxidation state as well as the environment around
mercury ions.17 The ionization potentials of the complexes
determined by XPS are listed in Table S2. The two isomers
could not be distinguished through XPS. Both showed 4f Hg7/2
and 4f Hg5/2 ionization energies as two peaks at 101.13 and
105.26 eV, respectively. On the other hand, HgHATU-Cl
showed the characteristic ionization peaks for chloride. In this
complex, the 2pCl1/2 and 2pCl3/2 ionization peaks were observed
at 198.18 and 199.73 eV, respectively. 2pS1/2 and 2pS3/2
ionization peaks of the complex appeared in the region of
162.7−164.2 eV.
Structural Aspects. The crystal structure of complex

HgHATU-Cl had a severely crystallographic disordered
dichloromethane solvent, so the crystal structure of the
dichloromethane solvate of Hg(HATU)2Cl2 was refined by
squeezing the dichloromethane part. The identity of the
complex was ascertained by elemental analysis and by other
spectral tools. It was a four-coordinate complex having two
ligands and two chlorides (Figure 2) coordinated with a
mercury ion to provide a four-coordinate complex. Depending
on the type of ligands, mercury ions form mononuclear or
polynuclear complexes of different geometries.13a18 Also, the
four-coordinate geometry of metal complexes may adopt an

Figure 2. (a) Asymmetric unit, (b) crystal structure, (c) and (c, d) packing diagram of the complex drawn from two different views of complex
HgHATU-Cl.

Table 1. Metal−Ligand Bond Distances, Bond Angles, and τ4 of HgATUP-1, HgATUP-2, and HgHATU-Cl Complexes

bond distance (Å) bond angles (deg)

complex Hg−X Hg−S X−Hg−X S−Hg−S X−Hg−S τ4 (geometry)

HgATUP-1 2.45, 2.48a 2.36, 2.37 91.9a 159.2 77.2, 76.9a 0.77 (see-saw, C2v)
HgATUP-2 2.41, 2.44a 2.37, 2.37 106.8a 162.9 77.5, 78.2a 0.64 (see-saw, C2v)
HgHATU-Cl 2, 52, 2,52b 2.49, 2.49 104.6b 105.3 108.9b 0.97 (Td)

aX = N. bX = Cl.
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intermittent geometry between a tetrahedral structure and a
square planar structure or a seesaw or trigonal bipyramid
geometry. Thus, to clearly ascertain the geometry of the
complex, the τ4 parameter19 of the complex was calculated by
using the formula depicted in the literature, and it was found to
be 0.967, which suggested a geometry around the mercury ion
very close to a tetrahedron. The two Hg−S distances were
equal to 2.49 Å; the Hg−Cl distances were 2.52 Å. The S−
Hg−S, S−Hg−Cl, and Cl−Hg−Cl bond angles differed from
the ideal tetrahedron (109.5°) between −4.1 and −0.6° (Table
1).

The structures of the E- and Z-isomers of the bis-chelated
complex comprised two chelating ATU ligands bound to one
four-coordinate mercury ion. Both had similar coordination

around the mercury (Figure 3a,3b) ion. The respective Hg−N
and Hg−S bond distances and the S−Hg−S, N−Hg−S, and
N−Hg−N bond distances are listed in Table 1. The Hg−S
bonds in the two cases were similar, but there were differences
in the Hg−N bond distances. The Hg−N bonds of HgATUP-
2 were slightly shorter (0.04−0.05 Å) than those of the other
isomers. There were large differences in the orientations of the
anthracenyl and phenyl groups in the isomers, as depicted in
the overlaid geometry of the two isomers in Figure 3c. The
differences in the orientations of the aromatic groups of the
two isomers were revealed by drawing two independent planes,
one containing the anthracenyl group and the other containing
the phenyl group of the same ligand of the two isomers. The
angle between these planes is illustrated in Figure 3d. Isomer

Figure 3. Structures and packing diagram of isomers (a) HgATUP-1 and (b) HgATUP-2. (c) Overlaid structures of the two isomers (hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity). (d) Angles between the planes containing the anthracenyl and phenyl rings of the same ligand in isomers HgATUP-
1 and HgATUP-2.
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HgATUP-1 had a 68.45° angle between such planes, whereas,
in HgATUP-2, it was 80.89°. For comparison, the angles
between similar planes were evaluated for HATU and
HgHATU-Cl, which were 84.61 and 79.02°, respectively. So,
in the chloride complex, there was a change of 5.59° on the
inter-planar angle as compared to that of the ligand, whereas
the change in the angle in HgATUP-2 was 3.72°, but the same
change in the angle in the isomer HgATUP-1 was −16.16°.
Thus, the orientations of the phenyl and anthracenyl groups of
the ligand changed drastically in isomer HgATUP-1. To
explain the propensity for the irreversible transformation of
isomer HgATUP-1 to the other isomers, DFT calculations
were carried out by optimizing the energy of each isomer. The
total optimized energies of Z- and E-isomers were −3470.925
and −3470.919 hartree, respectively, which showed HgATUP-
1 was more stable than HgATUP-2 by 14.35 kJ/mol. The
stability difference between the cis and trans isomers is
attributed to the steric and electronic requirements.

In a recent study, two conformational polymorphs of six-
coordinate mercury piperonylate coordination polymers of the
coligand 4,4′-bipyridine were reported.14a The activation
barrier between the two conformers in that case was 13.39
kJ/mol; accordingly, a crystal-to-crystal transformation was
possible. In the present case, we dealt with four-coordinate
geometries where only solvent-assisted transformations were
observed. As a consequence of the orientation difference, the
packing patterns of the two isomers had large differences in the
π-interactions; HgATUP-1 had dominant N−H···π interac-

tions, whereas HgATUP-2 had extensive C−H···π interactions,
and in the latter case, anthracenyl groups were in the closer
proximity with a centroid-to-centroid distance 4.6 Å. These
aspects were also reflected in the electrostatic potential surfaces
of the two isomers that were examined to understand the
differences in the charged regions of the isomers (Figure S44).
The Hirshfeld analysis20 suggested the comparable weightages
of the hydrophobic weak interaction schemes and also
confirmed the presence of the C−H···π and the N−H···π
interactions. The N−H···π interactions have comparable
magnitudes to the C−H···π interaction and have energy values
between 4 and 20 kJ/mol.21 In the present case, the donor−
acceptor distance varied from 2.7 to 3.1 Å, which was
conventional in such compounds.21 The parent ligand HATU
crystallized as the DMF solvate, and its self-assembly was
guided by homodimeric R2

2(8) synthons built by two
intermolecular N−H···S hydrogen bonds. The DMF molecule
was hydrogen bonded by the N−H next to the phenyl group
with the O atom of DMF. It had extensive π-stacking between
the anthracenyl groups. In this case, the anthracenyl groups of
two neighboring molecules (Figure S23) were eclipsing each
other and had a distance of separation of 3.9 Å. It had a one-
dimensional chain-like arrangement.
Conversion of Isomers in Solution Studied by 1H

NMR Spectroscopy. To probe the possible conversions of
the complex and isomers in solution, the 1H NMR spectra of
the isomers and HgHATU-Cl were examined under different
conditions. The chemical shift positions of each complex were

Figure 4. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 600 MHz) of HATU-DMF, HgATUP-1, HgATUP-2, and HgHATU-Cl.
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solvent-dependent, and the peaks were shifted downfield as
compared to the ligand. This is attributed to the diamagnetic
effect of the mercury ion, contributing to the shielding. The 1H
NMR spectra of the two isomers, HgHATU-Cl, and ligand
HATU were recorded in CDCl3. They are shown by including
the assignment of each peak in Figure 4. The assignment of
peaks was also done in the 1H NMR spectra recorded in the
DMSO solution, as shown in Figure S30, and the spectra were
found to be solvent-dependent. The 2D 1H-HOMO−COSY
NMR spectra were recorded to confirm the assignments of the
peaks (Figure S17).

The two isomers had large differences in their respective
chemical shift positions, especially the H−C�N peak of
HgATUP-1 and HgATUP-2, which appeared as a singlet at
9.15 ppm and at 8.68 ppm in CDCl3, respectively (peaks
marked with blue stars in Figure 4). The aromatic peak marked
as d of the anthracenyl group of HgATUP-1 in CDCl3
appeared at 8.22 ppm, and for HgATUP-2, it appeared at
8.52 ppm. Clear distinction on the N−H chemical shifts of the
complex HgHATU-Cl, as well as the isomeric complexes with
the corresponding chemical shift of the free ligand, was
observed. The respective N−H proton of the phenyl−N−H of
HgATUP-1 and HgATUP-2 appeared at 5.87 and 6.86 ppm in
CDCl3. Thus, the chemical shift of the proton of the phenyl−
N−H of HgATUP-1 was more magnetically shielded than the

corresponding proton in HgATUP-2, which showed that the
acidity of this proton was less in isomer HgATUP-1;
alternatively, a higher negative character (δ-) on this nitrogen
atom was observed in HgATUP-2. This was a clear difference
between the Z-isomer and the E-isomer. The phenyl−N−H
proton of HgHATU-Cl was shielded from the parent ligand
and showed a decrease in the acidity of this N−H upon
coordination of the ligand to the mercury ion. The proton of
the NH−C=S part of HgHATU-Cl and the parent ligand were
also at distinguishable positions; the former had this chemical
shift at 13.25 ppm, whereas the chemical shift of the free ligand
was at 10.75 ppm, which showed a higher acidity of N−H in
the complex than that of the ligand. Thus, in the same solvent,
the intrinsic acidity of the exchangeable protons of the
complexes was different, suggesting that the geometry of the
ligand together with the metal ion influences the intrinsic
acidity of the labile N−H groups.

The N−H proton of the phenyl−N−H of HgATUP-1 and
HgATUP-2 appeared at 9.19 and 9.59 ppm, respectively, in
DMSO-d6 (as shown in Figure S30). These lower values of the
chemical shifts of the N−H protons in CDCl3 than that in the
DMSO-d6 solvent were attributed to the lower basicity of
CDCl3 than that of DMSO-d6; hence, the latter form strong
hydrogen bonds eventually to deprotonate. The protons on the
phenyl groups in both isomers displayed distinct chemical

Figure 5. (a) Dihedral angle N2−N1−C15−C14 of the two isomers of the mercury complex. (b) The plot of DFT-calculated energy of the
different orientations of HATU with respect to the change of every 5° of the dihedral angle N2−N1−C15−C14. (c) The plausible mechanism
involving hydrogen bonds helping the conversion of the E-form to the Z-isomer and also formation of a bis-chelated complex from HgHATU-Cl.
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shifts. The chemical shifts of the protons of the phenyl groups
of HgATUP-1 appeared at 7.08, 7.26, and 7.30 ppm in CDCl3,
whereas for HgATUP-2, these protons appeared at 6.61, 6.66,
and 6.72 ppm in CDCl3. Thus, the phenyl peaks were
deshielded in HgATUP-1 as compared to HgATUP-2. This
was due to the different orientations of the neighboring
aromatic anthracenyl groups affecting the magnetic field. The
different orientations of the phenyl groups with respect to the
anthracenyl groups is shown in Figure S25. The 1H NMR
titrations in DMSO-d6 could delineate the formation of the
complex of HgCl2 with the ligand. During titration, the
chemical shifts of the N−H protons observed at 12.05 and
10.00 ppm from the ligands initially shifted (Figure S26) and
finally disappeared due to the formation of HgATUP-2. The
DMSO solvent has intrinsic basicity, hence allowed the
deprotonation23 of the active N−H proton from HgATUP-2.
The 1H NMR of a solution of HgHATU-Cl in DMSO-d6
recorded at different time intervals revealed that the complex
was less stable in solution and slowly transformed into
HgATUP-2. It may be noted that the E-isomer HgATUP-1
was less stable in solution and slowly transformed into
HgATUP-2. The solution of HgATUP-1 after 20 h in
DMSO-d6 showed peaks of isomer HgATUP-2 in 1H NMR
spectra (Figure S27). All these transformations were examined
by comparing the respective PXRD patterns of the isomers
recovered from each solution and suggested that the respective
signatures of the assemblies of the isomers in the solution were
carried to the solid crystallized (Figure S29).
E or Z as depicted in Figure 5a was possible through a

change in the N2−N1−C15−C14 dihedral angle in the
isomers. This involves changes in the orientations across an
extended delocalized C=N−N=C−N unit. The process does
not require the dissociation of the ligand but requires a
resonance structure of the chelating ligand, as illustrated in
Figure 5c. It had to undergo change by having hydrogen bonds
with solvent to permit the required rotation across the partial
double bond. We could not carry out the calculation on energy
variations with the different orientation changes in the
respective isomers of the mercury complex, as there were
two ligands in each complex. We calculated the energy changes
of the Z-form of the thiol form of HATU transforming to the
E-form through a DFT calculation on the energies of the ligand
upon every 5° changes of the N2−N1−C15−C14 dihedral
angle. The energy difference between the two isomers of the
free ligand in the neutral form was found to be 8.37 kJ/mol
(Figure 5b). This energy difference is comparable to the
energy of a weak hydrogen bond or π-interaction. It was also
found that the activation energy required to undergo
conversion from the E- to Z-form of the neutral ligand
(HATU) was 167.36 kJ/mol (Figure 5b). Based on the
calculated activation barrier, the conversion of the E-isomer to
the Z-isomer at ambient conditions1b would not have been
possible without the assistance of hydrogen bonds of the ligand
with a solvent. For such a conversion, a rotation across the
C=N double bond is required. This could happen if the C15�
N1 bond adopts a partial double bond character to undergo
the rotation. We found that the pH of the respective solution
of HATU (0.5 M) in DMF and DMSO solutions were 5.32
and 4.80, respectively, and the respective pH of these solutions
changed to 1.02 and 2.15, respectively, upon addition of 2
mole equivalent of mercuric chloride. Whereas the pH of the
solution of HATU (10−3 M) in chloroform was 3.20, it
remained unchanged upon the addition of mercuric chloride in

the same ratio as in the other two solvents. The decrease in the
pH in the respective DMF and DMSO solutions upon addition
of mercury ions clearly showed that complexation passed
through deprotonation. A mechanistic path involving hydrogen
bonds with solvent for the formation of Z-isomer HgATUP-1
or E-isomer HgATUP-2 is illustrated in Figure 5c. In this
figure, solvent molecules such as DMF formed hydrogen bonds
with N−H, providing a partial C15�N1 character to allow the
conversion of the isomers. A similar path is possible in the
formation of isomers from complex HgHATU-Cl, which is
also shown in Figure 5c, where the deprotonation, rotation,
and chelation provided isomer of chelated complex.
Implications of the Orientations of the Anthracenyl

Group in Emission Spectra. The anthracene-based mercury-
(II) complexes of tripodal ligands provide avenues to
understand the emission mechanism.14b Having observed the
isolable E- and Z-isomers of a chelated complex provided us
with scope to understand their independent photophysical
properties. The ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) spectra of
isomers HgATUP-1 and HgATUP-2 in chloroform showed
absorption peaks at 396 and 389 nm, respectively (inset of
Figure 6). Based on these absorption peaks, the optical band

gaps of the two isomers were ascertained by Tauc’s plots23

(Figure 6) and found to be 3.13 eV (396.1 nm) and 3.19 eV
(388.7 nm) for E-isomer HgATUP-1 and Z-isomer HgATUP-
2, respectively. The DFT calculations by using the B3LYP/
SDD basis set provided the HOMO−LUMO gaps 2.99 eV
(414.7 nm) for HgATUP-1 and 3.22 eV (385.0 nm) for
HgATUP-2 (Figure S43). Based on the DFT calculation, the
absorption peaks were attributed to the HOMO-to-LUMO
transitions. A similar fact was earlier observed in zinc
complexes of the ligand.11b The absorptions were from
ligand-based transitions and the slight difference in the
positions of the absorptions of the Z- and E-isomers.

The Z-isomer (HgATUP-2) in chloroform showed
emissions at 411, 436, and 462 nm (λex = 380 nm). These
three peaks were due to the transition from the S1 to S0 state
(π*-to-π transition) of the anthracenyl group, showing three
peaks due to vibronic contributions. Peaks at similar places
were observed for such a transition earlier in metal complexes
having anthracenyl-based ligands.26a The position of the
emissions of the Z-form in chloroform was unchanged upon
dilution, but the intensity of each peak was enhanced (Figure
7a). This suggested that the isomer in a higher concentration
in chloroform was in a fluorescence partial quenched state;

Figure 6. Tauc’s plots showing the optical band gaps of the two
isomers HgATUP-1 and HgATUP-2 {inset is the UV−vis spectra
(10−6 M) of the two isomers in chloroform}.
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upon dilution, it disassembled. The crystal structure of the Z-
isomer showed significant stacking and also N−H···π
interactions. These contributed to the quenching of emissions.
A concentration-dependent emission study of the E-isomer
(HgATUP-1) in chloroform showed an excimer-like emission
at 500 nm (λex = 380 nm). This emission was due to
assembling, leading to eclipsing among the anthracenyl groups
in the E-isomeric molecules. It may be noted that the
anthracenyl group-containing complexes were reported earlier
to have shown emission at 555 nm upon excitation at 365 nm,
and this peak was assigned to excimer emission from π−π
interacting anthracene pairs.26ab Upon a decrease in the
concentration of the isomer in chloroform, this emission
(Figure 7b) diminished, and a new emission peak resembling
the emission peaks of the Z-isomer was observed. The new
peak was significantly enhanced upon further dilution. In the
crystal structure of the Z-isomer, the anthracenyl groups were
parallel but located at displaced positions. Upon dilution, the
assembly was disassembled to show the property of discrete
anthracenyl groups, and thereby, the emission intensity
increased. In general, the π-stacking and Hg···π interactions
quench the emission spectra of anthracene-based mercury
complexes.15a In the present case, the two isomers have either
N−H···π or C−H···π interactions. These interactions con-

tributed to the observed poor emissions from the isomers
(Figure S46).

It is a practice to probe aggregation-induced emission by
adding different amounts of water in an organic solvent.22 We
have carried out an emission study by having different fractions
of water in the solution of the two isomers in a dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent. A dimethyl sulfoxide solution of
the Z-isomer (HgATUP-2) was also in a quenched state
(Figure 7c), and no change in emission until 30% water was
observed in the solution. But with an increasing amount of
water from 30 to 60%, a peak developed at 467 nm. This peak
resembles the E-isomer found in CDCl3, attributing to the
dilution effect and causing the disassembly of the isomer by
water. The change in shape was a consequence of the
differently aggregated form, where the vibrational contribu-
tions had changed. Beyond 60%, the emission decreased due to
precipitation. The fluorescence emission of the E-isomer
(HgATUP-1) in the DMSO solution was barely changed up
to 30% water (initially, HgATUP-1 was in a quenched state
with a negligible emission at 503 nm; Figure 7d). Upon
increasing the fractions of water up to 40 vol %, there was a
sudden increase in the fluorescence intensity of the E-isomer,
showing aggregation-induced enhancement. Between 40% and
90%, the fluorescence intensity was decreased due to

Figure 7. Changes in the fluorescence emission of (a) E-isomer HgATUP-2 and (b) Z-isomer HgATUP-1 at different molar concentrations in
chloroform (λex = 380 nm, 1.0 × 10−8 to 5 × 10−7 M), Changes in the fluorescence emission (λex = 400 nm) of (c) E-isomer HgATUP-2 and (d)
Z-isomer HgATUP-1 at different fractions of water in DMSO solution.
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precipitation. The different geometry of functional groups of a
fluorophore influences the aggregation-induced emissions.9 On
the other hand, chelation-induced emission contributes to the
AIE of inorganic complexes.24 The hydrogen bond plays an
important role in the stabilization of the conformer of
hydrazone derivatives,25 and in our case, the aggregated state
of the E-form was different from that of the Z-form, showing
the difference in emission changes in each case.

The presence of a chloride ligand in an anthracene-based
mercury complex can turn on the fluorescence emission of an
anthracene unit.15b In HgHATU-Cl, there were no stacks
among the anthracene rings, and the rings were oblique and at
translated positions to each other, as there were no π-stacks
among anthracene rings, showing feeble emission at 552 nm
(Figure S46) in the solid state. In the solid state, free ligand
HATU had extensive π-stacks (Figure S23a) among the
anthracene rings with separation among the rings being 3.9 Å;
hence, it was nonemissive. The long wavelength emissions in
anthracenyl derivatives were usually attributed to aggregation-
induced emission.16bc Complex HgHATU-Cl in chloroform
showed a relatively strong emission at 506 nm (λex = 380 nm,
φ = 0.012; Figure S33b) due to excimer emissions; this
emission had the associated vibrational features. HATU and
HgHATU-Cl showed a single exponential emission decay
profile with short lifetimes of 0.151 and 0.152 ns, respectively.
In general, the excimer emissions occurring from the
anthracenyl excimer peak at around 500−550 nm generally
have short lifetimes.ref The emission decay profiles monitored
at 429 as well as at 456 nm in the DMSO solvent of the E-
isomer showed biexponential behavior of their respective decay
profiles. The average life-times of the emissions at these
excitations were 6.84 and 4.45 ns, respectively. The emission
decay at 528 nm in DMSO of Z-isomer HgATUP-1 was also
biexponential, and it had an average lifetime of 2.77 ns. The
solvent-dependent emission of palladium complexes having
anthracenyl-derived ligands in dynamic equilibrium is known
in the literature.26c The observation of the biexponential
features from our E-form of the complex suggests the
involvement of two emission paths in the E-isomers, that is,
conventional π*-to-π transition and exciplex emission. Both
the isomers showed short life-times involving exciplex
emission, and the effect of the mercury ion was not directly
felt by anthracene; a similar observation was earlier made in
related systems.14b

■ CONCLUSIONS
Due to the large activation barrier for the inter-conversion of E
and Z geometry of the ligands across the conjugated C=N−
N=C−N unit, two stable isomers of bis-chelated mercury(II)
were observed. Those stable isomers in pure form could be
selectively prepared from reactions carried out in the
appropriate solvent. Energetically, the inter-conversion of the
E-isomer to the Z-isomer of the parent ligand HATU is not
favorable. Hence, the hydrogen bonding of the solvent to the
mercury complex influenced the conversion by providing a
partial double bond character to the C=N bond, allowing the
change of the orientation of the phenyl or anthracenyl group.
Conventionally, the E-isomer does not easily transform into
the Z-isomer, but in the present circumstance, this was facile.
The characteristic and distinct features of the respective
isomers were shown through the 1H NMR studies, and the
distinct emission features arising from different orientations of
the isomers could be shown. These examples established the

role of solvents in guiding the conversions of the complexes
and rationally showed that the concentration of the complexes
and the solvent significantly affect their optical properties. The
E-isomer showed exciplex emission, whereas the Z-isomer
showed conventional S1−So emission. These data have further
strengthened that the orientations of the fluorophores in a
metal complex make a large difference in the position of peaks
and intensity of respective emission spectra.
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